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QUESTION 1

Northern Trail Outfitters needs to secure an integration with an external Microsoft Azure API Gateway. What integration
security mechanism should be employed? 

A. Configure mutual server authentication with two-way SSL using CA issued certificates. 

B. Configure a connected app with an authorization endpoint of the API gateway and configure OAuth settings. 

C. Use an API only user profile and implement use an external identity provider with federated API access. 

D. Implement Salesforce Shield with Encryption at Rest and generate a tenant secret. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What are two benefits of named credentials? Choose 2 answers 

A. They simplify utilizing oAuth for Apex callouts. 

B. They Secure integrations to Salesforce from other systems. 

C. They enforce secure communication to external systems 

D. They securely store credentials in a maintainable way. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

A conglomerate is designing a Lightning Web Component (LWC) to display transactions aggregated from different
sources. Their current system landscape is as follows: 

1. 

Transactions are created at any time through their various on-premise and cloud-based systems. 

2. 

All necessary transactions are replicated to a custom Transaction object in Salesforce. It is updated periodically so it
only has a subset of the necessary transactions between updates. 

3. 

Middleware supports publish-subscribe interactions and provides RESTful Enterprise APIs that can retrieve transactions
from on-premise and cloud-based systems. The company wants to address a usability concern regarding incomplete
data displayed on the LWC component. 

What should the Integration Architect specify so the LWC will be able to display all the required transactions? 
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A. Use the Continuation class to call the Enterprise APIs and then process the response in a callback method. 

B. Let the Lightning Data Service with an ?ire adapter display new values when the custom object records change. 

C. Call the Enterprise APIs directly from the LWC\\'s JavaScript code and redisplay the LWC on receipt of the API
response. 

D. Publish a Platform Event, have the middleware subscribe and update the custom object on receipt of Platform Event. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A company is planning on sending orders from Salesforce to a fulfillment system. The integration architect has been
asked to plan for the integration. Which two questions should the integration architect consider? Choose 2 answers 

A. Can the fulfillment system create new addresses within the Order Create service? 

B. Can the fulfillment system make a callback into Salesforce? 

C. Can the fulfillment system implement a contract-first Outbound Messaging interface? 

D. Is the product catalog data identical at all times in both systems? 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

A large consumer goods manufacturer operating in multiple countries is planning to implement Salesforce for their Sales
and Support operations globally. They have the following security requirements: 

1.

 Internal users from each country have to be authenticated with their local active directory. 

2.

 Customers can create their own login or use Google login. 

3.

 Partners have to be authenticated through a central system which is to be determined. 

4.

 Internal users will have access to the central ERP with their credentials maintained in the ERP. 

5.

 Additional internal systems will be integrated with Salesforce for Sales and Support business processes. 

Which three requirements should the integration architect evaluate while designing the integration needs of this project?
Choose 3 answers 
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A. Evaluate Salesforce solution for customers and for partners, using third party solution for internal users. 

B. Assess security requirements for internal systems and decide Integration methods that support the requirements. 

C. Evaluate the build of a custom authentication mechanism for users in each country and support for customers and
partners. 

D. Consider Third party Single Sign On solution supporting all user authentication including customer and partner. 

E. Evaluate Salesforce native authentication mechanism for all users including customers and partners. 

Correct Answer: BCE 
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